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Preface
With the publication of this Special Volume, the Theoretical Computer Science com-
munity wishes to celebrate the career and achievements of Maurice Nivat on the oc-
casion of his retirement and, at the same time, wishes to express to him its deep
gratitude for the contributions that he has given us which have done so much to foster
the growth of the )eld. Throughout his long career, Maurice Nivat has been one of the
most in*uential )gures in the history of Theoretical Computer Science. His prominence
stems in equal measure from the many important results he has produced in a diverse
variety of research )elds, from the generations of scholars he has educated, and from
the role that he has played in helping our discipline reach scienti)c maturity and respect
among older disciplines. A great deal of this has been achieved through the energy
and intellectual vision that Maurice Nivat has provided as founder and editor-in-chief
of Theoretical Computer Science, the journal that he directed over the last twenty-)ve
years and that, since its inception in 1975, has progressively risen to its current stature
as one of the leading international computer science journals.
This volume consists of three parts. The )rst part contains two contributions that
retrace some of Maurice’s remarkable scienti)c achievements and his role in shaping
Theoretical Computer Science as a new mathematical discipline. The second part, and
by far the largest, is dedicated to new scienti)c contributions, ranging over many
aspects of theoretical computer science. Indeed, the guest editor, Pierre-Louis Curien,
intended that the scienti)c contributions to this volume should mirror the diversity
of )elds to which Maurice Nivat has contributed, from formal languages to discrete
geometry all the way through to semantics and concurrency. Some contributors are
former students of Maurice, while others are fellow scholars who have shared great
experiences collaborating with Maurice, some are colleagues of his generation, while
others are in their thirties; this also is part of the diversity, of the breadth, and of
the liveliness of the whole area covered by the journal Theoretical Computer Science.
Finally, the third part is a “clin d’oeil” to the many other passions of Maurice, that will
lead the reader from the mysteries of Indian esoterism to the more terrestrian hidden
beauties of the Postscript language.
We thank all the authors for their scienti)c contributions to this Special Volume;
the Guest Editor, Pierre-Louis Curien, for coordinating this impressive volume; and
our publisher, Elsevier, in the person of Arjen Sevenster, for having provided all the
needed support for such an exceptional e<ort.
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